XBTC FAQ
Q1) What is an XBTC Token?
It is an ERC20 token based on the Ethereum smart contract allowing for seemless integration and
deployment on the Ethereum blockchain.
Q2) What is the purpose of the XBTC Token?
The XBTC Token facilitates all transactions on the platform , Digital assets trading platform p2p With
multi payment option .

Q3) Why will the XBTC Token grow?
We anticipate that demand for the XBTC token will grow as more users join the platform and use XBTC
to complete their transactions. This we believe may influence the demand and appreciation of the
XBTC token.

Q4) How can I buy XBTC Tokens?

You can buy XBTC Tokens on our website https://xbtcblockchain.com and after registration and then
confirm your registration from your email that you got on your email ID . First you need to Sign Up,
then buy tokens using either Bitcoin or Ethereum.

Q5) Why should I participate in IMO?

It’s quite simple. Great opportunities are easy to understand. If you:
•

Understand this white paper.

•

Digital assets trading platform p2p With multi payment option .

•

Support the adoption of blockchain technology and lawyer backed smart contracts for the
enhancement of the sector, through transparency, security and reliability.

•

Appreciate the level of detail and planning we have put into our concept and roadmap
for development.

•

Believe that our team has the capabilities, passion and determination to make this vision
a reality.

•

Foresee value being created through this innovative opportunity.
For more information, refer to our Participation Guide.

Q6) How can I participate in IMO?

Register and login in https://xbtcblockchain.com and you can participate in IMO ,

Q7) What is minimum amount to participate?

For BTC and ETH minimum amount you may contribute with is 0.01BTC and 0.1ETH resp.

Q8) What cryptocurrency can I contribute with?

Bitcoin or Ethereum.
Q9) Do you accept fiat currency?

You can convert this to Bitcoin or Ethereum first and then purchase the XBTC tokens using either BTC
or ETH.

Q10) Which countries can participate in the IMO?

XBTC is open to any person who is not resident or situated in any state or jurisdiction where such
transactions are not applicable by law or require specific licensing or regulatory approvals.
Participating persons are independently responsible to determine such restrictions applicable to them
directly and comply with them.

Q11) Do I have to verify my indentity to participate in IMO?

Yes, to make this platform secure and transparent, you need to verify .

Q12) Is there any Pre-Sale?

Yes, please check website .

Q13) Why should I participate in Pre-IMO, instead of IMO?

During Pre-IMO, you will be able to buy XBTC tokens at a lower price than during IMO.

Q14) Do early investors benefit from any bonus?

Yes, we are offering attractive bonuses to early bird investors. See below for details:
please check website .

Q15) How much do you plan to raise?

The Soft Cap is $15 million or 36 million coins and the Maximum Investment Cap $100 million.

Q16) Will XBTC get list on any exchange?

Yes, It will be listed on globally recognised exchanges. Will keep you updated.

Q17) Can I get a refund on my Tokens?

No, all purchases are non-refundable. Please read our Terms and Conditions carefully before purchasing.

Q18) What is Gas and How It Affects Your Chance of Buying IMO Tokens?

All transactions on the Ethereum network charge a small fee called “gas” to compensate miners to
approve and add the transaction to the ledger. IMO launches are often very hectic with lots of
investors trying to get in all at the same time. Transactions with a lot of gas will have priority over
transactions with less gas. To ensure that your transaction goes through properly, we recommend that
you put a healthy amount of gas on your transaction to ensure that you are able to participate in the
IMO and don’t get “out-gassed.”

Q19) What Gas Limit should be set while doing ETH transaction?

Set Gas Limit to 50000 (which is a safe limit) inorder to maximise the chances of executing your
transaction. Best thing about this is unused gas is automatically and immediately refunded to user.

Q20) How to check XBTC Token balance?

Once PURCHASE process is done by you then your token count will get reflect at DASHBOARD under
TOKEN BALANCE.

